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Typograph, Museum of Business History and
Technology (courtesy of Thomas A. Russo).
Below: from Dugald McKillop,
Shorthand and Typewriting (1891).

Something to consider when you
relect on the limitations of typewriters: “For writers, thanks to our word
processors, there is no archive of our
notes, hesitations, developments and
drafts. ... We no longer record the evolution of our intellectual creations. To
ll ETCetera subscribers are in- a future observer, it will appear that
vited to a collectors’ meeting at our ideas were born fully developed,
my house on June 19-20. If you plan like Athena from her father’s brow.” —
to come, let me know (see contact in- Alberto Manguel, The Library at Night
±
formation at left). And Lin Lewis, in
South Carolina, will be hosting a meeting where she’ll give away a little prize:
a gigantic Burroughs Moon-Hopkins,
the last understroke ever made! Contact her at typewriterlin@yahoo.com.
±

A

You’re looking at my latest font
creation, based on the typing of a
Byron Mark I (a rare British machine that you’ll read more about
in these pages someday). In order
to get the crispest possible typing sample, I threaded a carbon
ribbon for a Selectric I through
the Byron. It worked!
See ETCetera #74 for instructions on creating your own typewriter font (but I now use yourfonts.com instead of the similar
but more limited fontifier.com).
If you would like to have this
TrueType font, e-mail me and I’ll
send it to you. I call the font Byron Mark II (even though there
never was such a machine). Byron
Mark I is this font, created with a
cloth ribbon for a smudgier look.
The other fonts I’ve made are
also available:

Lucien: abcdefABCDEF1234567&$!?
Blowzy night-frumps vex’d Jack Q.
Rem-Blick: abcdefgABCDEFG123456&$!?
J.Q. Vandz struck my big fox whelp.
Remington Noiseless: abAB1234&$!?
XV quick nymphs beg fjord waltz.
Testimonial: abcdefgABCDEFG12345&$!?
Mr. Jock, TV quiz Ph.D., bags few lynx.

±
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This photo of a Wellington no. 3
(#20042) with German keyboard was
sent in by Johann Lausch of Vienna.
Most of us are familiar only with a no.
2, and this machine must be near the
end of Wellington production, as fellow collectors tell me that they know
of no Wellington serial higher than
20895. What’s most striking, though,
is the style of lettering on the decal.
It looks like it belongs in the 1960s—
groooovy!
±
Corrections and updates:
Fransu Marín has located Jorge
Francés’ application for a patent for
the Junior (ETCetera #88).
The photos of the Patria family
(#89) included some machines from
the Sirvent collection. Thanks to Alfredo Sirvent for these images.

Arthur Wise Cash and the

Typograph
by Ed Neuert

ne of the lesser-known, but no
less inventive pioneers of typewriter design is Arthur Wise Cash,
the main designer of the Typograph, a
writing machine sometimes referred to
as the Cash. The Typograph was one of
the least successful writing machines,
which helped to ensure its rarity (only
a handful of survivors are known) and
make it one of the most desirable machines for modern-day collectors.
It is also appealing for its oddness—a factor that may have also contributed to its failure in the marketplace. The Typograph was one of the
few latbed-platen machines, in which
one aixed one’s lat sheet of paper
to a moveable, leather-covered, tablet-sized support, and the machine’s
typebars printed downward upon the
paper (or cardboard, or cloth, or any
other material which would lie lat
on the platen). In this construction it
seemed both to look back to the irst
Sholes designs of the 1860s and at the
same time anticipate the later design
of the Elliott-Hatch and Fisher book
typewriters; indeed, there is actually
a surprising connection between Cash
and these latter-mentioned machines.
The Typograph also was one of the
early machines—Kidder’s Franklin

prising that Cash’s irst known invention was corn related: in 1882 he iled
for what would be U.S. patent 271,788,
for a “Check-Rower for Corn-Planters.”
He assigned one-half of the patent to
his younger brother, Oscar. Over the
course of the next ive decades, Arthur
Cash would be granted approximately
50 U.S. patents.
In May of 1884, while still living
in Decatur, Cash iled his irst application for a typewriter-related patent.
This patent would ultimately be issued
in 1890, numbered 425,931, the irst
patent iled for what would become
the Typograph. The patent was assigned to the Typograph Company of
Hartford, Conn. How Cash came to
be associated with business interests in
Hartford is unknown.
In between the iling of this irst
Typograph patent and its issuance,
Cash married Nellie Barnett, in 1887.
It is likely that he was at the time of his
marriage already living in Hartford.
Cash family legend says that Arthur
had lived for a time in New York City
and designed valve-works for a company attempting to use compressed air to
power streetcars. What is known for
sure is that by 1887 he and Nellie were
living briely in Hartford, and in 1888
moved to Bridgeport, where Cash’s sisThis photo and top p. 4 courtesy of Thomas A. Russo

O

typewriter is another from the late
’80s—to anticipate the solid semi-circular segment that became ubiquitous
in typewriter design after the introduction of Wagner’s Underwood.
Arthur Cash was one of twelve
children. He was born on his family’s
farm in Port Royal, Virginia on June
8, 1859. Life was hard on the farm, and
was made even harder by the death of
Cash’s father and mother within a few
days of each other in 1863, after which
Arthur and his younger brother, Oscar, were cared for by their siblings and
the family’s slaves. In April, 1865, John
Wilkes Booth, president Lincoln’s assassin, was cornered and killed on the
Garret farm, next to the Cash homestead. By one family account young
Arthur saw the Union troops riding
by in pursuit of Booth, heard the shots
of the Union soldiers coming from the
Garret farm, and saw the smoke from
the ire in that farm’s barn, where the
assassin was cornered before he was fatally shot. A lock of Booth’s hair was
supposedly cut from his head after his
death by Cash’s older sister, Lucy, and
kept as a curiosity for years!
After the war the Cash children
gradually began drifting westward.
Lucy and her new husband moved to
Macon, Illinois, near Decatur, in the
late 1860s, and many
of her siblings, including Arthur, followed to live in her
house or nearby.
The small amount
of formal education
A. W. Cash received
came in the country
schoolroom of Macon.
After he grew up
in the heart of the
prairie, it is not sur-
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ter Susan also lived. Cash did
not focus solely on typewriters; he iled for a patent on a
metal horse-tail band in 1888
and, over the course of the
next ive years, he would patent a range of diferent inventions—a garter, a cuf-holder,
and several devices related to
the production of pipes and
valves.
And he kept working on
the Typograph. While still living in Hartford, Cash iled for
patents 372,516 and 372,602,
which laid out the machine
in greater detail, and patents 427,500
and 428,891. These patents were all
granted between 1887 and 1890. But
it is important to note that Cash was
not the only contributor to the Typograph design. George H. Woods, who
shows up in published listings as the superintendent
of the Typograph Company
(and who witnessed one of
Cash’s patents) was granted
Typograph patent 461,790
in April 1891.
Though it is frequently
called the “Cash” or the
“Cash Typograph” in typewriter history literature, I
have been unable to ind any
proof that this machine was
ever actually marketed as
anything other than “The
Typograph.” That the patents iled and issued in 1886
and 1887 assign rights to the
“Typograph Company of
Hartford,” and the earliest
known advertisement for
the machine, from the 1891
Geer’s Business Directory of
Hartford, calls it only the
“Typograph” is fairly conclusive proof that this special machine had been given
this particular name early
on, and kept it. The source
of the misnomer is likely the
1923 Typewriter Topics compendium, a volume known
for its sketchy accuracy,
which says the machine was
irst marketed in 1887 as the
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Cash. Other works purport various unsubstantiated dates for the Typograph
introduction, from 1887 (Martin) to
1890 (Mares, who labels the machine
“Cash’s Typograph”); Adler’s irst book
suggested the Typograph was introduced as the Cash in 1887 and sold as

such till its name was change
to Typograph in 1896; his second book claims the machine
was renamed in 1893.
As far as the actual marketing of the machine, the
only ad I’ve been able to ind
is the 1891 Geer’s Directory
piece already noted, which
probably went to press in
late 1890 or early 1891. The
machine also appeared in an
inexpensive paperback book,
Dugald McKillop’s Shorthand
and Typewriting, published in
December 1891 (see p. 2). Given
the patent record, which shows many
reinements made to the machine in
the irst two years of the ’90s, it seems
quite likely that the Typograph did not
appear on the market till 1890 or 1891.
The small number of known Typograph machines display
two distinct framework
shapes—a frame with an
angular U-shaped front,
and another with a more
smoothly curving front
frame. Since all the patent
drawings for the Typograph
that illustrate a framework
show the angular design, I
believe this was the earlier
form of the machine. This
feeling is further bolstered
by the fact that the late
1890/early 1891 Geer’s directory ad shows an angularframed machine, while the
late-1891 McKillop book
illustrates a curved-frame
machine. Both sources
show attractive custom
stands and copyholders that
were also available from the
manufacturer.
The Typograph was certainly not on the market
for long, though exactly
how long is still a subject of
conjecture. Adler, in his second book (1997), says it was
available until 1893. The Typograph Company can still
be found on city listings as
late as 1896, but such listings
have been known to persist

long after manufacturing at a plant has numerous patents on type-casting usefulness in their book typewriter.
actually ceased. The small number of mechanisms in the late 1890s that were So, a decade after it had faded from
existing machines and even smaller ad- assigned to the American Typographic the scene, the Typograph made some
vertising record argues for a brief ap- Company; indeed, by the early 1900s, direct contribution to the success of
“typograph” was a familiar term in the book typewriter, and in that small
pearance of this interesting creature.
The 1891 ad for the Typograph fea- print shops across the country for line- way, lived on in typing technology for
tures “cuts” by A. Mugford, the great casting machines made by this com- decades to come.
Hartford engraver whose work is
often seen in Colt gun catalogs,
Cash had also made at least a
and in the Caligraph trade catatheoretical stab at the more conlogs of another Hartford writing
ventional typewriter business. I
machine manufacturer of the day,
was very interested recently to
the American Writing Machine
come upon his patent 466,600,
Company. The existence of these
for a more traditional understrike
high-quality cuts, with parts letwriting machine, one whose ribtered and labeled, suggests that
bon assembly traveled along on its
at some time a Typograph trade
carriage (below). The Cash Undercatalog and/or operator’s manual
strike looks like a sort of low-rider
was produced. Such a thing would
Yost, and is a patent that’s well
be a prized piece for any collector
worth a viewing. Though it was
to ind today.
assigned to the Typograph ComIn addition to Cash and
pany in January of 1892, no record
Woods, there was one other conof its manufacture exists.
tributor to the Typograph’s develSuccess was something that
opment, and he was quite a surArthur Cash would ultimately enCash Valve staf in the 1920s; A. W. Cash, 2nd row, right
prise to me. Jerome Secor, Cash’s
joy, althought in a ield far from the
fellow Bridgeport resident, had, by the pany, by the Ludlow Typograph Co. of typewriter business. He left Connectilate 1880s, been both a sewing machine Chicago, and others.
cut for Newark, N.J. in about 1894,
and toy manufacturer (his “singing
Arthur Cash made another con- and stayed in New Jersey until about
birds” and other toys are prized col- tribution to typewriter development. 1910, designing mostly valve-related
lectibles today). By some turn of fate, Back in 1886, he had iled for a patent devices, some for the U.S. Navy’s irst
Secor was brought into the Typograph on an improvement in the escapement submarines. He then went back to the
efort. He iled what would be patent of his design, but the application had Decatur area and continued inventing
464,944 in November of 1888. The languished for years. Then, 16 years af- plumbing items, with the occasional
patent was issued on December 8, 1891, ter iling, it was issued to Cash as pat- foray into other realms. I daresay he’s
and contained reinements of the plat- ent 717,347 on December 30, 1902, and the only typewriter inventor who also
en movement and ribbon feed on the assigned by him to the Elliott & Hatch holds four ly-swatter patents!
machine. Secor would later move on to Book Typewriter Company. We’ll nevCash founded more than one manrun the Williams Typewriter plant in er know for sure, but it seems likely ufacturing company in Decatur, but
Derby, Conn., where he would eventu- that Elliott & Hatch became aware of the longest-lived and most successful
ally develop and market his own “Se- Cash’s improvement, and realized its was the A.W. Cash Valve Manufacturcor” typewriter in the early
ing Co., which remained
years of the 20th century.
in Decatur till 1991, and
The Typograph of
still does business today
Hartford was short-lived,
in Alabama as Cash Acme,
but the word “typograph”
Inc. Cash continued to
lived on. It had long held
patent inventions through
appeal for writing machine
the 1920s. He sold his sucinventors; several early
cessful business in 1927
ones had used it as a name
and spent his later years
for their devices, includconsulting and tinkering.
ing Livermore for his 1863
Nearly six decades after
hand-held device. Francis
the brief life of the TypoH. Richards, a Hartford
graph, Arthur Wise Cash’s
patent attorney who perlong life ended on May 19,
formed work for the Typo1943, when he died in Degraph Company, received
catur at age 83. ±
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Typewriters in Spain
by Alfredo Sirvent with Richard Polt

T

hree closely related machines were
made in Europe at practically the
same time: the Contin model C in
France, the Iberia in Spain, and the FK
in Poland. According to Ernst Martin,
the irst Contin typewriter model A
was based on the German Ideal D, but
then “a French engineer” developed a
new design, the Contin C. This design
was also made in Poland as the FK (or
Efka) and is very similar, though not
identical, to the Iberia.
The Spanish factory was established
in 1928, and the irst machines were produced in early 1930. By October 1932, the
typewriter had won a contest sponsored
by the Ministry of Public Institutions to
supply machines to the Spanish government.
Two models were produced to begin
with: the model A, with a 28 cm. (11") car- on the back. Early machines have square
The company probably would have
riage, and the model B (38 cm., 15"). The corners; later machines are rounded.
lasted longer if in the late ’30s it hadn’t
Iberia is a sturdy and rather well made
The original name of the company used potmetal in the typebar segments,
machine based on the Wagner system. was Fabricación Mecanográica Nacio- on the bottom of the machine; these
Its tabulator and margins are set from nal, S.A., with a capital of 2,000,000 pe- segments swell up and strangle the keys.
the front of the typewriter, above the setas, based in Barcelona. Later its name An early model A in the Sirvent colleckeyboard. It has 46 keys, bicolor ribbon, was Mecanográica Iberia, S.A. Its fac- tion, with 11" carriage (#1399, front and
and other features. The early machines tory was on Guinardó 32, and its sales of- back views at top of page), is impeccable
have glass windows on the sides, framed ice on Paseo de (racia, 37, in Barcelona. and writes like a charm; not so our late
with nickeled steel, and a longer window
model B (above)—its keys are frozen.
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Right: an Iberia poster, circa 1930, appeals to nationalist sentiment. “Avoid sending your money abroad!!
National independence emigrates on the heels of
money. It is a chimera to acquire foreign articles
when national industry manufactures them in unsurpassable quality!!”
While the poster insists that the company’s capital,
workers, and directors are Spanish, it says nothing
about the inventor—who was most likely French.
The advanced features pointed out on the poster
include an end-of-paper indicator, interchangeable
carriage, and paragraph indenter. The superiority of
the machine is indicated in lorid advertising copy:
“The Iberia is not oppressed by the dead weight of
tradition, whose nefarious inluence can be observed
in a multitude of old makes, which have added to the
rudimentary mechanism of their primitive models
mechanisms of modern conception without modifying the general structure of the machine, in order to
take advantage of their existing dies, thus producing
a true mutilation of principles and an absurd distribution of mechanisms, much as occurs in old houses
of archaic construction, when an elevator or other
artifacts of ritual necessity in modern architecture
are added to them.”
Below: ad in Barcelona’s La Vanguardia, September
29, 1944. “Whoever acquires an Iberia keeps it; this
is why you do not ind used Iberias for sale at a discount anywhere. The company allows anyone interested in purchasing a typewriter to visit its factory.”
Ironically, this appears to be the last advertisement
ever published by the company in this newspaper
— although for several years after, we ind ads for …
used Iberias at a discount. ±

Courtesy of Museu de la Tècnica de l’Empordà, Figueres, Spain

1930s pamphlet (Sirvent collection)
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Ephemera

by Peter Weil

T

oday our ephemeral window on the
history of typewriters is a small silver
medallion with the image of a Remington
#10 and the words “Remington Typewriter
Field Day” struck onto its surface. It was
for me the first clue that the event it commemorated might be an important and fun
way to understand Remington’s history
and the role of company-sponsored social
events in the production of typewriters.
Before the medal joined my collection, I
had seen postcards showing such events,
like this tinted one,1 but I had not found
the cards as compelling as this object that
I suspected had been a “silver medal” presented to one of the company’s employees
in a competitive event.
his article is a preliminary attempt
to reconstruct the events and history of
Remington Field Day. 2 he annual event
was initiated on a Saturday afternoon in
June, 1905. he 13th annual holding of
the event in 1917 is the last year for which
I could identify published sources. 3 hat
1. Bert Kerschbaumer collection.
2. I want to express my appreciation to Bert
Kerschbaumer, Ed Neuert, Herman Price, and
Cornelia Weil for their assistance. All ephemera
in the article are in the author’s collection unless
noted otherwise.
3. Published sources for this article include, in
chronological order, the following: “Premium
on Faithfulness,” New York Times, May 22, 1903,
p.1; “Strikes at Typewriter Factories, “ he Typewriter and Phonographic World, June, 1903, pp.
470-476; Annual Report of the U.S. Commissioner
of Labor, vol. 18, 1904, p. 68; Los Angeles Times,
May, 1906; “Remington Field Day Sports,” he
School Journal, October 20. 1906, p. 331; J.M.
Chapel, “Home of the Remington Typewriter,”
he National Magazine, February 1907, pp. 518521; “Ilion: Had Good Time Last Evening,”
Utica (New York) Herald-Dispatch, January 13,
1907, p. 8; “Great Enthusiasm at Semi-Annual
Distribution by Remington Typewriter Company,” New York Daily Tribune, Sunday, June 28,
1908, p. 16; “To Miss Remington,” Remington
Notes, vol. 3, no. 8, October, 1914, p. 12; “Twelfth
Annual Remington Field Day,” Typewriter Topics, August, 1916, pp. 204-205; “Patriotism at
Remington Field Day,” Remington Notes, vol. 4,
no. 5, September, 1917, p. 12; “Ilion Social Life:
Village of Ilion,” herkimer.nygenweb.net/ilion/
ilionsocial.html; LuAnn DeCunzo, Reform, Respite, Ritual: An Archaeology of Institutions; the
Magdalen Society of Philadelphia, 1800-1850
(Tucson: SHA, 1995); www.baseball-reference.
com/minors/team.cgi?city=Ilion&state=NY&c
ountry=US
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year was the first in which
the U.S. was directly involved in WWI, and it is
possible that the conflagration and participation in it
by Remington volunteers and
draftees led to the cancellation of the
Field Day permanently or until some time
after the end of the war. Sporting competitions were at the heart of Field Day, and

as one of a long history of
actions intended to foster a
strong sense of community
within the company. he
context in which it was created also included worker-management tensions in the typewriter
and other industries at the beginning of
the century, including strikes in 1903 at
two of the major typewriter makers, Oli-

men who were employed at the Ilion factory were the primary sportsmen. As one
source for the second year Field Day noted,
“nearly all” were Remington employees. In
subsequent years, no mention is made of
any but Remington people. In addition,
for all but the first year, a “pageant” or
“drill” organized around “he Remington
Girls”—women who produced typewriters
on the factory floor—was conducted as a
“half-time” event, a break from the men’s
track and field activities. Beginning with
the second Field Day, the Remington Factory Band provided music throughout the
afternoon, and the Field Day was organized throughout the period under a special committee of factory foremen. Under
the committee’s authority, the Band director not only arranged the order and musical numbers, but also supervised the Girls’
pageant. Also, the men of the factory’s
Remington Hose Company helped set up
events and served as ushers.
he Remington Field Day was a dynamic activity that was modified throughout the 13 years documented. It was created by the company’s board and managers

ver and nearby Underwood. Strong disagreements between factory managers and
workers also had developed that year in
Remington’s alignment department.4 By

May, 1903, Remington introduced an annual bonus of $100 to be paid to workers
who had been employed ten years or more
and who were found by their supervisors to
have done “faithful and good work.” Few
details about the first Field Day in June,
4. his dispute, also referred to in documents as
a “misunderstanding,” concerned the aligners’
request for an extra 45¢ for each Cyrillic typewriter. Management denied the request.

1906, were discovered, but we know it was
held on a nearby field owned by the factory
and its only active participants were factory
men who competed in only a few track and
field sports. he company paid for all activities and paid the employees during the
half-day holiday created for the occasion.
At the time, employees worked nine-hour
days (7 A.M. to noon and 1 to 5 P.M.),
Monday through Saturday. heir average pay was around 27 cents per hour or
about $750 per year. he $100 bonus thus
constituted a major reward for productive
cooperation.1 By the fall of 1905, the board
decided to create an employee musical organization, he Remington Factory Band,
which would perform in public to earn the
funds to pay for the Field Day. he most
important of these performances would be
the “Annual Midwinter Entertainment”
held each January, beginning in 1906. his
event was attended by employees and their
families and many from outside the area,
and the ticket sales provided the money for
an increasing number of Field Day activities. In addition, a new Remington Park
Athletic Field was built by the company in
time for the second Field Day that spring
(see field grandstand in the tinted postcard
on p. 8).
he 1906 Field Day saw the introduction of new sports and of the “Remington
Girls” pageant. he major new sporting
events included baseball and an indoor
race conducted on the Wednesday before
the outdoor events. he baseball event took
the form of a “series” among teams from
the five production departments of the factory. hey competed for the Clarence W.
Seamans Challenge Trophy, named for one
of the three founders of the company. he
form of the trophy is not known for that
year, but by the 1908 Field Day, it took the
form of a “gold baseball”; no gold baseballs
are known to survive in collections. hese
intramural teams appear to have been the
main sources of the players on the factory
team, the Remington Types, 2 that also had
1. $100 in 1903 was the equivalent of more than
$2,000 today. Note that, because women either
were required to leave jobs upon marriage or
were socially pressured to do so, they were unlikely to ever reach the ten years of service required to obtain the bonus.
2. he somewhat odd name of the team is partly
the result of the history of baseball in Ilion. Between 1901 and 1904, a New York State Baseball League team was developed there called the
“Ilion Typewriters.” his team was not sponsored directly by the factory and, formally, was
independent of it. hus, in 1906, when the fac-

been created by that year. 3
he year 1906 was also the first year of
the “Remington Indoor Championship,” a
220-yard race held in the Assembly Department of the 266-yard-long main factory building (right).4 he event was run in
the central aisle of the department by individuals competing for the fastest time.5 he
winner of the John F. McClain Gold Medal was Paul
J. Risedorf (left), who won in
24 seconds.6 McClain was
Vice President and General
Manager of the company.
his race was held three days
before the main Field Day
events. Risedorf also won
the H.H. Benedict Prize,
another gold medal, awarded
to the man who had scored a
total of the most points from
all events. None of these gold
medals or those from subsequent years are
known to exist now in any collections.
Additional sporting events, medals
and cash awards were added between the
1908 Field Day and the last one in 1917.
In 1908, medals were awarded to the winners of each individual sport, and it seems
tory wanted to create its own team, it could not
use the logical name “Remington Typewriters.”
3. A British observer of baseball asserted in
1906 that manufacturing companies, including
the Remington Typewriter Co., were interested
in baseball only as a means of advertising and
failed to contribute to the development of it as a
professional sport.
4. New York State Archives lantern slide #
NYSA_A3045-78_Dn_IR6
5. New York State Archives lantern slide #
NYSA_A3045-78_Dn_IR6
6. From postcard at herkimer.nygenweb.net/ilion/images/pauljrisedorf.jpg

reasonable to assume that the “silver” example in my collection was a second prize
medal that was awarded at one of the Field
Days between 1908, the first year of the
production of the #10 represented on its
front, and 1917. Also in the 1908 4th Field
Day, the event inside the factory was renamed “he 220 Yard Straightaway Race.”
By 1911, these photographs provide clear
evidence that track and field activities included pole-vaulting,7 a tug-of-war,8 and
7. New York State Archives lantern slide #
NYSA_A3045-78_10126
8. New York State Archives lantern slide #
NYSA_A3045-78_10128
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a two-team “push ball” match involving a
gigantic sphere.1
A major change in the baseball contest
on Field Day took place between 1914 and
1916. he intramural baseball series was
replaced with a kind of grudge game between the Remington Types from the Ilion
factory and the team from the old Smith
Premier factory in Syracuse. he factory had long been owned by Remington,
which absorbed it as part of the creation
of the Union Typewriter Trust. Remington began manufacturing the Remington
Junior at the facility in 1914, the same year
it also initiated a separate Field Day for
the Syracuse employees (see ribbon). Notwithstanding the Remington identity now
given to the factory, the facility’s baseball
team retained its Smith Premier name.
Remington Field Day track and field
events reached their largest number by
1916. here were ten outside sporting
events, including four races (100-yard
dash, half-mile run, hurdle race, and obstacle race), five other field events (pole
vault, high jump, broad jump, shot put,
and hammer throw), and a baseball game
between the Remington Types and the
Smith Premier team. 2 In the baseball competition, the Remington Types closed out
the Smith Premier team, 7-0, on the basis
of a no-hitter pitched by the Types’ pitcher.
In addition, this was the first Field Day at
which cash prizes of $100 were presented
to winners; these prizes may have replaced
the gold medals. here is no clear evidence
about the events for the last documented
Field Day in 1917.
While the discussion here of the activities of the “Remington Girls” on Field Day
has been saved until last, most publications
speaking to the Field Day primarily or exclusively discuss them instead of the sporting events, and do so glowingly and in
florid language. he first of the Remington
Girls’ pageants or “drills” sets a musical and
choreographic theme that continues right
1. New York State Archives lantern slide #
NYSA_A3045-78_10127
2. he 220-yard race inside the factory also continued.
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through the event of 1917. he theme intertwines patriotism and loyalty to America
with the same feelings for the Remington
Typewriter Company. At the second Field
Day in 1906, the first for the “Girls,” the
eighteen women marched to military tunes
around a Maypole set up in the middle of
the athletic field that was ringed by American flags. he bandstand was decorated
with flags made by the women that spelled
out “Remington Forever.” A similar theme
built around a Maypole was enacted in
1911, involving 38 “Remington Girls.”3 In

1908, the theme was “All Nations,” and the
drill was led by an elaborate float driven
by a member dressed as “Columbia” (the
United States) with four women on the
corners dressed in the costumes of Great
Britain, Germany, France and Russia, the
four most important markets for Remington outside the United States. Forty-five
more young women marched behind the
float, each wearing the costume of a country where Remington was sold. In 1916,
their theme was the American flag, with
all of the 60 participants wearing red and

blue sashes and singing “hree Cheers for
the Red, White and Blue” as a very large
American flag was unfurled. And, for the
last documented year, the 50 young women
performed an even more elaborate patriotic
drill; each “Girl” carried a small American
flag and one group of eight sang “America,
I Raised My Boy for You,” followed by the
3. Both the 1911 photo of the “Girls” and the
1916 one are from the Herman Price collection.

“Star Spangled Banner” as the other 42
marched in two platoons behind them.
he “Remington Girls,” all full-time
production employees at the factory, were
called “girls” because all or most were not
married. hey were working in a large
business setting that was primarily a married and unmarried man’s world, and the
presentation of these women employees in
these pageants at such an important public
event perhaps can best understood in that
context. In all the Remington Field Day
activities, the young women wore bright
white dresses that were decorated with the
sashes, flowers or other objects that supported the theme of a given performance.
he white dresses were intended to symbolize the purity of the women and the
morality of the male workers and managers, just as their marching and songs were
about patriotism and company loyalty.
he information we have about Remington Field Day begins during the waning production of the
Remington #6 Typewriter and related designs, and ends with
Remington’s focus on
the #10 and its variants. Many of us enjoy
including these typewriters in our collections, an indulgence
facilitated by the fact
that Remington made
so many of them and
many have survived.
But what of those emblems of the personal
achievements by the
Remington employees that none of us
has yet found—those
gold medals and the
gold baseballs? Are
we ready to catch that
glitter at the flea market or antique show,
or the dazzle on eBay?
Remington Forever!±

Show & Tell ............................................................Thurber?

I

got an interesting machine which might be another protoype.
It’s marked only “C T.” It would not mean “Connecticut,” I
guess … but what else? Charles Thurber, perhaps. Dennis Clark
thought about it and found the Ambler patent drawing (left),
which shows a similar working head—but why “C T”? Or, Dennis thought, someone saw Thurber’s machine and tried to create a
simpler one—but why “C T”? Is it an early prototype for Thurber’s
later “Patent Printer” (in the Smithsonian), or for the model at the
Worcester Historical Museum, MA (above left)?
The model has some empty screw holes where there was possibly some kind of paper guide. The second inking post is also missing. Otherwise, the machine is in very ine condition. The letters
are made of rubber and are all there. All over, it looks quite heavily
used.
What do you think? Any other ideas?
—Uwe Breker, Cologne
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Of Typewriters and Men
The Original Owner of a Remington Tells of His Times
Harold H. Chipman, Vienna, Austria

I

’m a new collector of typewriters—but
they’ve
always
fascinated me, ever since I learned
to type as a young man on my mother’s
very old typewriter from the 1930s. Unfortunately, I was quite young then and
paid no attention to its make. But now as
I look at my typewriters, I’m fascinated
by the creativity that went into making
them and all the variations in their mechanics and appearance. Much of what
I read concerns the marvellous technical challenges and inesses
involved. But these fantastic writing machines were
made to be used by people.
So they lead me to wondering who the men and women
were who irst owned and
used them. Who were they?
Where did they live? Can we
ind out something about
them? Do they leave information about themselves
and their environment on
their typewriters?
Well, with one of my
typewriters, I’m lucky. A
few months ago, I was fortunate enough to purchase
a Remington portable 2 in
beautiful condition in “Ivo-

ry and Como Green” (serial #ND79442), which
Richard Polt was kind
enough to date for me
to September 1927. And
as luck and good care
would have it, I found
that the original owner
had written his name on
the Remington guarantee label inside the back
of the case:
the name Sharp McQueen
P.A. and is located at 419
North Kansas, still in Liberal. Herbert may have
worked for them after his
studies, and must have
been quite successful, because the main academic
building in Seward Community College in Liberal
is named after him (the
Hobble Building). I also
found out that he was inducted into the US Army
on 2 July 1942, and thanks
to the army we have a
(poor) photo of him:

Herbert Hobble Jr.
Liberal, Kansas
416 N. Sherman
I decided to look for him.
Today we have many
ways of inding people on
the Internet and, again,
as luck would have it, I
did ind him!
Herbert Hobble, Jr.
(1909-1996) was a lawyer
who worked for the law
irm Sharp, McQueen,
McKinley, McQueen &
Dodge P.A. in Liberal,
Kansas, USA. The irm
was founded in 1925.
It still exists today under
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His father, Herbert Hobble Sr., was
born 25 April 1876 and was inducted into
the army in 1917-1918. At that time, he
was working in Forgan, Oklahoma. But
in 1906, he was working in the Sharon
Bank in Sharon, Kansas and had started
a banking career. That same year on 19
December, in Wichita, he married Herbert’s mother, Mary McGregor, “one of
the brightest, most popular and handsome young ladies in the county,” ac-

And so does the Cessna CR-2 of 1931,
lown by ace pilot Roy Liggett, who
crashed with this plane and sadly died:

A

cause for a short while in the 1930s, two
experimental Cessna monoplanes became the fastest single-engine aircraft in
the world in their category. In 1933, the
famous American aviator Johnny Livingston (1897-1973) broke the world record
(237.4 mph) in a Cessna CR-3 designed especially for him. By the way, Johnny was
the inspiration for the story of Jonathan
Livingston Seagull. His airplane clearly
resembles (with artistic license) the aircraft on the sticker:

th
und e Wor
o
r

ld

cording to the wedding announcement.
The Hobbles were in fact quite a large
family distributed throughout Ford
County, Kansas, with Frank A. Hobble (1869-1952) being the local historian.
There still are Hobbles in Liberal today.
So, now my imagination takes of!
Thanks to Richard’s accurate dating,
we may imagine that Herbert acquired
his typewriter late in 1927 when he was
18 years old—was it a birthday present
from his family?
But Herbert left us much more interesting information on his typewriter!
He placed two large stickers on the lid of
the case. Fortunately, they are quite wellpreserved and very telling.
The top sticker clearly shows that
Herbert attended the University of Wichita. He may have gone there because
his mother still had family connections
in that city, but it was also the most important university in the area. Today it
is called Wichita State University, but
from 1926 to 1964 it went under the
name of The Municipal University of
Wichita. And we can still read the three
words “University of Wichita” on the
sticker. The meaning of the top, partially preserved inscription “DE” is unclear.
But the Greek letters “Tau” and “Omega”
on the airplane may provide a clue that
I have yet to decipher. (Was he a member of the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
which has its headquarters in the US
midwest?)
The
bottom
sticker
shows
us that he was a football fan. We
can still read “Shock...,” which refers to the team “The Fairmount
Wheatshockers”—who,
in
Kansas,
were commonly known as “Shockers.”
But quite thrilling is the airplane depicted. What is the association
between
an
airplane
and Wichita? I wondered about that
and, bingo, I found the answer through
some “industrial” research: Cessna
Aircraft Company is located in Wichita. It was founded by Clyde Cessna
in 1927, the same year as my typewriter
was built, and Wichita then proudly promoted itself as “The Air Capital of the
US.” The irst Cessna monoplane lew on
13 August 1927. It must have been exciting news for Wichita, although Cessna
was not yet the large successful company
it is today.
So, was the plane on the sticker
something special? I believe it was, be-

March 2010
• QWERTZUIOPÜ Museum
• Meetings in Essen & Schnaittach
April 2010
• IFHB meeting in Chemnitz
• Remington 7 cutaway models
• May intl. TW mtg., Partschins

Vol. 22, no. 2, May 2010
• Swedish Blick nameplate
• Ames Supply Company
• Smith-Corona key patent
• Emerson as Art Nouveau
So Herbert must have been studying at
the University of Wichita in those years.
He would have been twenty-two in 1931,
twenty-four in 1933. Deinitely a time of
life to be a university student. The sticker tells us much about the excitement
that must have been felt in Wichita at
the time of these local record-breaking
aircraft. It was so exciting that the University of Wichita portrayed them on
the very sticker that Herbert chose for
his typewriter!
Now, in the 21st century, Herbert’s
typewriter has crossed the ocean (in a
large aircraft, not a Cessna) to Austria in
Europe. Each time I look at “my” Remington portable 2, I now think of Herbert and he reminds me of myself. I was a
university student when I was 22-24 and
I also typed all my work on a typewriter,
my mother’s 1950s Imperial. I’ve always
been interested in people (I’m a Ph.D.
in Psychology with no college building named after him), so I’m especially
thrilled that Herbert decorated his typewriter case so attractively and, above all,
so informatively. ±

No. 47
• Survey of Olivetti models
• Technical data on early Olivettis

From the Peter & Cornelia Weil Collection
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Typewriters Return
to the Typewriter Museum

T

he Scryption Museum for Written Communications
in the Netherlands was originally established around
a massive collection of typewriters and fountain pens. But
two years ago the typewriters disappeared from the exhibition rooms when the museum changed course under new
management. Now a small cross section of the hardware has
returned.
When Jolande Otten took over as director of the museum
in 2008, her decision to modernize the museum concept and
to move most of the cast iron to the attic was controversial,
to say the least. Collectors, by nature conservative when it
comes to their objects of desire, reacted furiously. But the
Tilburg-based museum had to think of more than just the
collectors’ interest: it aimed for new, younger visitors and for
a new, active place in local society.
Since early March, some 25 typewriters have returned to
the main exhibition hall, as part of a broader exhibit titled
“How it Works”. The small show includes typewriters, fountain pens, computers and printing presses. The typewriter
section was conceived by Dutch collector and writer Paul
Robert, acting as guest conservator.
“The idea was to present the concept and development of
the typewriter for young people who grew up with computers and the internet,” says Paul. “The presentation is anecdotal, with short bits of text accompanying the machines.
There is one cabinet to illustrate the main diferent systems,
like upstrike, downstrike, etc.”
The other machines come with short, individual anecdotes. “But if you read them all, they give you a nice basic
idea of the history and background of the typewriter”, says
Paul. The other machines include the cheapest (index machines), the silliest (Virotyp), the wooden typewriter (Mitterhofer), the most beautiful (New Crandall) and “the gadget” (the Pocket Typewriter). ±
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supreme soviets
Spotted recently on Russian auction sites: four huge
Soviet typewriters. Meet the Moskva, the Progress,
and an early and late Bashkiriya. The irst three
seem to be based on the same design, which is also
shared by Richard Rye’s Janalif (pictured on the back
of ETCetera no. 81). Bashkiriya, a republic within
Russia, is the home of the Bashkir people.

From Our Members

Two extraordinary Torpedo 14 portables from Thomas Fürtig’s collection. In addition to their
eye-catching paint, their typebars, segment, key rings, and other metal parts are gold-plated.

Another portable from Thomas
Fürtig’s collection: a mystery machine
labeled “AVGVSTA Monaco.” It
looks like a 1940s typewriter, has a
French keyboard, and could conceivably be a product of the Italian S.I.M.
company.

From Peter Weil, a followup to last issue’s feature on
“Movin’ Iron”: “Here’s a salesman with his Remington
#6 wares selling village-to-village in Baluchistan Province of then-British India (today Pakistan) to the theme
of REMINGTON MEANS TYPEWRITER, as
the sign on the side of his (or the young man’s on the left)
Bactrian (two-hump) camel has it. Oh those Brits—they
never missed an opportunity to teach ‘proper’ English to
the citizens of the Empire! Every bit as good as the use of
signs on the sides of electric and gas-powered trucks.”

New on the Shelf
Lars Borrmann: Blick Universal, Fox
understroke, Fay Sholes 7, Remington 2
Tim Champlin: Montgomery Ward
Escort 55 (Lettera 32), yellow, script
Jaap Horstink: Junior 58
Jos Legrand: ’20s Rem. Electric
Flavio Mantelli: Dart 2
Maddie Parra: Remington—a Pembroke Welsh Corgi puppy!
John Payton: Emerson 3, Merritt,
Hammond 2 (Ideal), Antares Parva,
Cole Steel, Rooy, Hermes Baby, SC
Skyriter, Royal Royalite, Underwood Leader, Minitype
Guy Pérard: Blick Universal
Ettore Poccetti: Edelmann
Richard Polt: early Gromina, Olympia SM3/SM9 hybrid, ivory Rooy
Intermediaire 28, Talbos
David Sadowski: Barr Universal,
1936 Royal portable, UnderwoodOlivetti Lettera 22
Alan Seaver: 1921 Remington Portable
#1 (German kbd.), 1937 Remington
9 portable, 1947 Torpedo 18
Sirvent bros.: Continental Sterling (1
black, 1 gray), Imperial A, Pocket,
gold Princess, gold Royal, Secor 1,
Weeks (late Pittsburg name variant), World 2
Carl Strange: Arabic Brother port.,
Consul, 1973 Erika, Und. 18, Rex
Mark Taf: Williams 4
Peter Weil: Corona Special (black &
mountain ash scarlet), Oliver 7
Reinmar Wochinz: Kneist, gold
plated Tippa De Luxe

From Silvano Donadoni: model with an Olivetti MP1 (ICO); Cummins & Lightning check protectors (both 1890).
See more at photo-silvano-donadoni.it.
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what we are doing. Please include me
in the “nerd typewriter collector” association.
Peter Weil
Newark, Del.

Letters
I think issue 89, beyond anything
about my participation, represents a
major increase in quality and sheer
enjoyment for collectors with a wide
range of interests in typewriters.
The Spanish piece, with its prose
and design (I love the chart at the
end), not only greatly increases the
understanding of the Spanish Patria
and later name and design variants,
but also helps clear up confusions for
me, and I am sure others, about the
other machines that stem from the
Swiss Patria, the “apical ancestor,” as
we in anthropology say.
The lead story on the “Crown” is
intellectually and visually stunning,
with a metamessage or promise that
there are more designs out there than
we ever dreamed of or imagined that
are embodied in prototypes or in a
limited number of manufactured machines. Part of what drives most of
us as collectors is the “techie” factor,
but that usually lies on the wings of
fantasy designs and the hope and excitement that we might just ind one
of these, as I have often said, “just
around the next corner” of a show,
an antique mall, or a web page. Further embodying this is the very fact
that Uwe and Jürgen have more to
discover in their research.
The Brennan piece expands on
these themes, stimulating the excitement I used to feel as an early teenager when I would search through
things like Popular Mechanics to ind
the many articles that we now see as
will be’s that were.
The icing on the cake is your “Editor’s Notes,” that share both your
fun and your thoughtfulness about
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I recently added a Junior 58 to
my collection, #4402. Very similar
to the #4192 pictured in ETCetera
#88, but with a normal keytop for
the backspacer, and the textured
shift keys. For shift lock you have to
push the left key to the left, to hook
it under a metal strip. The machine
is much narrower and higher than I
expected. It is a bit misleading: the
machine comes with high rubber
feet, but they really needed that extra centimeter to make room for the
mechanism.
Jaap Horstink
Rotterdam

ture, Patrick White, is on permanent display at the New South Wales
States (Mitchell) Library in central
Sydney (a stone’s throw from where
Richard Amery sits in the NSW Parliament). It is clearly marked Optima
(actually it’s a relabeled Consul)—but
the library says it is an Olivetti. And
last year, while in Wellington, New
Zealand, I visited the house in which
the great author Katherine Mansield lived. They had Mansield’s Corona 3 on display, saying it was made
in Crofton (not Groton), New York.
Robert Messenger
Canberra

Sydney typewriter collectors Richard Amery
(holding Blick Ninety) and Terry Cooksley (right) visit Robert Messenger’s (left)
relocated Australian Typewriter Museum
in Deakin, Canberra, Australian Capital
Territory.

I am sick and tired of machines
being listed on eBay as being in very
good condition and also of being
charged a lot for postage, only to receive typewriters which are in awful
condition and which have not been
packed anywhere near suiciently to
protect them from bumps and bruises in transit. Sometimes I don’t recognize what I receive as something I
have purchased.
Mind you, curators also seem to
be having diiculty identifying typewriters and their places of origin. The
typewriter owned by Australia’s only
winner of the Nobel Prize for litera-

Bar-Lock ad, ca. 1898, courtesy of Peter Weil

COLLECTORS’ MEETINGS
• At Richard Polt’s home in
Cincinnati, June 19-20, 2010.
E-mail polt@xav ier.edu or
call 513-591-1226 for details.
• At Lin Lewis’s home in
South Carolina; e-mail
typewriterlin@yahoo.com.
Door prize: a Burroughs
Moon-Hopkins!
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